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Thank you for buying from Expression Products.  We have put together some general instructions to help you get your item 
installed.  Please note that these instructions are only a guide, if you are in any doubt please contact a local tradesman to 
carry out the installation.

1. Draw a feint line with a pencil and a spirit level along one wall from the corner at the height you 
want the shelf.

2. Draw another feint line along the other wall (as above) so the lines meet in the corner.

3. Mark a position on the wall for the rst bracket at a distance “X” from the corner.  Do the same 
on the other wall (please be aware of any electrical wires or plumbing embedded in the wall). 

Shelf Size  Single Bracket “X”  Double Bracket “X”
150mm  100mm   None
200mm  125mm   None
250mm  175mm   None
300mm  100mm   250mm

For customers who have purchased EP-0003-013 and EP-0003-015 an additional bracket is included as an optional double bracket, t at distance X=75mm. 

4. Drill the bracket holes so the rawl plugs t snug into the wall.
Screw the brackets to the wall with the screws provided, ensuring that the clamp screw in the 
bracket is pointing downwards and not visible.

5. If the shelf still has a protective lm on remove this and position the shelf in the brackets and 
tighten the clamp screws from underneath so that the shelf is secure, do not over tighten.

Congratulations!  You have successfully installed your shelf.  Enjoy!


